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Supplemental Notes 
Lesson 23: The Not Yet (Revelation 21-22) 
 
 
Why Spend Time Learning About Heaven?  
 
I was told once that I spend too much energy thinking about Heaven, and that it’s 
better to just get busy reaching lost people. This wasn’t just implied, it was stated out 
loud: “Thinking about Heaven all the time makes you no earthly good.” The problem 
was, I knew that having my mind on eternity had not caused me to spend my time or 
energy in unfruitful ways. On the contrary, carefully considering how this earth was 
(and at at the same time wasn’t) my final home added purpose and meaning to every 
single area of life. Looking forward to it added sparkle and curiosity. 
 
At first, I think I just felt defensive and felt misunderstood, but this little comment 
(which I know now was made out of ignorance by a person who was thinking very 
different thoughts about Heaven than what I was thinking) inspired me to pay attention 
to reasons that it really is good to have our eyes on the eternal conditions that God has 
promised us many times in scripture. I could identify with this: 
 

If you read history, you will find that the Christians who did the most for the present 
world were just those who thought most of the next. Aim at Heaven and you will get 
earth ‘thrown in’. Aim at earth and you will get neither.1 

 
And this quote by J.C. Ryle scratches my “common sense” itch: 

 
The man who is about to sail for Australia or New Zealand as a settler, is naturally 
anxious to know something about his future home, its climate, its employments, its 
inhabitants, its ways, its customs. All these are subjects of deep interest to him. You are 
leaving the land of your nativity; you are going to spend the rest of your life in a new 
hemisphere. It would be strange indeed if you did not desire information about your 
new abode. Now surely, if we hope to dwell forever in that ‘better country, even a 
heavenly one,’ we ought to seek all the knowledge we can get about it. Before we go to 
our eternal home we should try to become acquainted with it.2  

 
Another reason to learn about Heaven is because the Church seems to have some pretty bad 
misconceptions that need to be addressed. Most Christians seem to have the idea that 
eternity is a never-ending church service, an endless sing-along in the sky, forever and ever. 
A friend of ours once found his little boy crying in bed because he didn’t want to go to Heaven 
when he dies. Surprised, our friend asked why he felt this way. Sure enough, he pictured it to 
be a dry and lifeless experience with endless boring sermons. The grown-ups in the choir 
would say, “Won’t it be wonderful to sing to the Lord like this forever and ever without 
stopping?” The poor little boy thought, “No, I really want to go outside and play baseball!” I 
wonder if everyone has felt this way but we just weren’t as honest as this child. Or maybe 

 
1 Lewis, C.S. Mere Christianity. 1952. 
2 Ryle, J.C. Heaven. Ross-shire, UK, Christian Focus Publications, 2000. 
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Heaven never grabbed our imagination enough to do anything more than conclude that 
somehow God will make clouds and harps enjoyable. Fortunately, we were not designed to 
live on clouds, and if we do play a harp it will be because it will be satisfying to learn a new 
skill (and maybe next week we’ll pick up the french horn—the true instrument of Heaven, in 
my opinion). 
 
Here’s a big one: Some of us avoid thinking about Heaven because we have a secret fear 
about standing before God, knowing that He knows all we’ve done. We picture all of our 
unrighteous acts and thoughts being put up on a screen uncensored for everyone to see, 
while all of those who respected us on earth can see our deepest shame. But take a look at 
this verse. At first it seems to support the idea that we’ll all have our “shame moment,” but 
then look at the end: 
  

Therefore judge nothing before the appointed time; wait till the Lord comes. He will 
bring to light what is hidden in darkness and will expose the motives of men’s hearts. 
At that time each will receive his praise from God.  1 Corinthians 4:5 

 
This tells us that judgment for believers involves each one receiving his praise from God once 
our motives are made known – not being shamed before everyone. After your child performs 
in a school concert or play, do you greet them with all the details about how they messed up 
or could have done better, or do you hug them and smile and talk about the parts that you 
liked best? Do you think you are a better parent than God is? Please do not allow yourself to 
stay in bondage to this idea that you deserve to be shamed. Of course you do. We all do. But 
God has made it clear that this is not the way his kingdom works. 
 
Who do you think it is that wants you to stay in bondage to shame? Our enemy doesn’t want 
us ever to fully believe that we are forgiven! He does not want us to know the truth about the 
kingdom of God. How could he be anything but opposed to a new government and nation 
that replaces him? He can’t stop Jesus from doing His work of redemption, but he can tell us 
lies to keep us distracted or uninterested in the amazing plan God has for mankind and the 
earth. One of his big lies is that we get what’s coming to us before we enter the joy of 
eternity. 
 
Further Investigation/Resources 
 
Alcorn, Randy. Heaven. Tyndale House, 2004.   
 
Tada, Joni Eareckson. Heaven: Your Real Home. Zondervan, 1997. 
 
(Each of those books is packed with other quotes from great books about Heaven that you 
may want to read!) 
 
For a lighter version that draws from several of Randy Alcorn’s books: 
Alcorn, Randy. In Light of Eternity. Waterbrook Press, 1999. 
 
Also see his fiction books that incorporate all of his great theology about eternity into exciting 
and fascinating stories. (Edge of Eternity and the Ollie Chandler series.) 
 


